Steam cleaning mixture
Get Clean Surface Cleaning guide:
Carpet Sport Remover - Nature Bright. 1 scoop and 16 oz water. Squeeze out extra liquid
before treating strains and use only enough solution to saturate. Waite 1-5 minutes. Blot
with a white towel. Repeat if needed. Rinse well, let dry, and then vacuum.
From Bobs Files:
Shaklee Get Clean Carpet Cleaner: Using a steam cleaner or rug cleaner (like those
rented from a store). Pre-spot major stains or spots with Nature Bright beforehand, then
scrub them lightly after they've soaked for a minute.
In Steam Cleaner, add the hot water first, and then add:
2 ounces of Basic-H2 and
1 tbsp. of Nature Bright and clean away!
Note: If interested in disinfecting your carpet add 1 oz. of Basic-G and Laundry (powder
or liquid) in place of H2.
Note: Do not use Basic-H2 if your carpet has a stain guard on it as H2 can remove the
guard. Instead use the Shaklee Fresh Laundry Powder or Liquid. Basic-H2 eliminates the
germicide in Basic-G, so they do not need to be used together.
OR:
“ I own a steam vac carpet machine and I use laundry products in the detergent tank.
My detergent tank then mixes with a big plain water tank.
I use an ounce of liquid laundry, 2 tbs nature bright, and a few drops of softner to
about 6 oz of hot water.

My mixture does a great job and the carpet smells wonderful

and feels soft when it dries.”

Between raising teenagers and dogs and cats, our family room carpet - light beige, was not looking so
great. First I pre spotted the really bad spots - I used the all-purpose to scrub.
Next, using my carpet shampooer (starts off with hot water, and then the temp cools off) I did the whole
carpet in Germicide. I really needed that, for me!
Next I used the laundry soap and nature bright and softer than soft and just cleaned, and cleaned. The
carpet came out great! Robin Forster

